
 

myosh v4 Checklist 
 

  
Check and Edit your Hierarchy.  

1. Company (In Classic there is only one) 
2. Divisions - In Global Keywords you can add names, divisions and locations (if 

required) such as states etc. 
3. Departments 
4. Sites - the physical location of places within your organisation 

1. Create one per site 
2. Check that you don’t have multiple sites with the same name 
3. If you want to add more detail per site, then, add locations within 

sites if necessary. E.g. Head Office is a Site whereas, Head Office - 
Main Building is a Location within a Site. 

4. You can also add locations when you create records. 
5. Remove duplicate sites 

5. Name Changes - Make system wide changes to names/keywords.  Eg Change a 
site name and that change will take effect throughout your system in all records 
that reference that site.  An audit log is provided that summarises all the changes 
to documents/records 

6. Contact person database: 
1. Check your contacts 
2. Archiving old users who have left - (you can unarchive) 
3. Archive old users to release licenses for new employees 
4. Archiving will archive any related training and unarchiving will 

reinstate associated training records  

 
 
Check your Site Documents  
Probably the most important documents that you can complete in myosh. They control 
everything that you do within site. 

1. Notifications 
2. Who can do things within that site? 
3. Check that you do not have blank site documents - Blank sites can be 

inadvertently created from within an incident report for example and there will be 
not persons associated to notify etc, no supervisors, or Authorisers. Use Field 
Value Replace to change the site names. 

 
 
Check Names in Contact Database 

1. Creating new person 
2. Archive existing persons 
3. Got to name updates and create a new record to update names in any relevant 

documents. 

 
 
Keywords - Do bulk updates using a spreadsheet to sort alphabetically 
 
 
Management Reports and Graphs/charts 

1. Add work hours to calculate frequency rates 
2. Add benchmarks or kpis into your graphs 



 

 
 
Incident reports audit self-check 

1. Check your active incident reports,   
2. Check how many are in New report status. Ie an incident report that has not been 

investigated. 

 
 
Hazards 

1. Review Active Hazards and ensure there are not too many open hazards. 

 
 
Inspections - are you using the tech available - word spreadsheets?  Inspections are 
primarily designed to be used on the app. 
 
 
Training Management - How it works 

1. Active Competencies 
2. Look at Admin / Keywords and Training Management 
3. View list of keywords for Competencies 
4. Change the order of Keyword competencies 
5. Edit other Training Keywords 
6. Associate all your competencies with an occupation or site or simply apply 

requirement to all persons. 
7. Person Search Report 
8. Global Training Gap Analysis 
9. Name changes 

 


